
A new year, a new issue of Horizons. This winter of 1949-49 brings 
volume 10, number 2, whole number 37, Fa PA number 31, VAPA number 
11. Editor is .Harry Warner, Jr. , 303 Bryan Place, Hagerstown, Md. , 
who is responsible for the contents o Once again, production is on 
the Doubledoubletoilandtrouble Mimeograph.

' in the Beginning

I am, understandably, happy to announce that the army rejected 
me when m.y draft number came up. in mid-Cdtober. Two months later, < 
I attained my 26th birthday,. which'meat's that 111 m safe,from. induc
tion as long as the present, selective ,.service rules-, remain in- efy- . 
feet. Many thanks to. all those who tried ..to relieve my. apprehens
ions ahead of. time by assuring -me that .they’i’ never, seen: a. more 
complete physical wreck. ’ " . . \ ’ '■■■ • ■'<

Last issue’s experiment of farming out the reviews was only . 
half successful, I appreciate TimBlish’s acceptance of them for 
VAPA publication, but the gent who promised to run them for the 
FA PA wasn’t represented in the.-mailing at all. So for this time, . 
at least, they’re back in.Horizons. There lsn't' enough, co nmentable 
stuff in the VAPA mailing to inspire,me to impose on Blish again, 
and there are several things to say. about • the• FAPA. pub 13 catxons .. 
that won’t be much good if- they miss..the coming mailing again. .

To the VAPA , -theni I like, the . colloquy method of presenting 
ideas, and had long been surprised than no one except opeer used, 
it in ayiay Work, My interest in educational matters .centers more 
about- revision of the curriculum than around Seedy s teacher quali
fications. But I’m inclined to. think that the very best teachers 
should be assigned to the first, year dr two of elementary school. 
Once they reach nine Or ten years of . agekids have the ability to 
get information out -of a book almost as much^as teenagers and nee 
mK’iia little more than guidance in their studies; .it’s the s^x- an 
seven-vear-olders who depend almost, wholly on-the instructor, and 
that is when important' reading and writing-habits are. formed. - 
A couple of tsktsks to you, Virginia. ' I think it .must take you al
most as long to stencil the Cadavres Exquises as-.it would to, type a 
stencil full of your words, I know I’d enjoy the words a lot more, 
the collaborated drawings draw a smile and five seconds of inspec
tion f rom me. but they must be. interesting primarily, to the three 
persons who drew them. 7 5 The, mosr impressive thing about Mr. 
b.landings Builds His Bream House,” Bill, was the fiendishly clever 
manner in which the contractors and real estate men.nullifled most 
of its rower as propaganda. The book waswritten with such good 
humor that*it might have caused.many people to realize vmat incred
ible profiteering is going on in those fields. (Savage satire or 
attacks usually aren’t so effectives people think that the writer 
is simply a neurotic with a fixation agmst his subject. , bo im
mediately the newspapers and builders and allied groups got. to
gether and constructed ??Mr- Blendings Bream Houses” in ail. sec
tions of the country, ran contests, and in general got people „o 
believing that it was just the American success story oi a couple 
who succeed in owning theii own home. ’* A sideline m thac 'in
cest on a high spiritual plane” remark: I asked a correspondent. 
who had some long talks with EESmith how under the. sun tne kinni- 
son race was to propagate if there was nothing Jiving ia any uni
verse with a oheacl of matching its powers. The correspondent 
said .Smith told him that he tried to prepare rhe rearers all throu^ 
the final story in the series for the fact that Ki.nni-f on wxll anen-



X
tually be forced to mate with dis sisters. ’ ’ as to Dreadful sanc
tuary, I can’t see that Russell definitely answers the question of 
whether the earth is the nuthouse. Rinding nothing on the moon, 
when the ’’first- rocket landed there proves nothing: the probabil
ity of its descending on the center of an.outpost is extremely re
mote. ’’ I don’t care for Wagner in translation, and yet I don’t 
think, the argument that it makes his operas^seem ’’easier” than they 
are. The main difficulty is that Wagner (a) seldom set ajine of 
poetry to music without tying at least one of its words tight to the 
vocal line.or orchestral accompaniment; and (b) was one.of the least 
diffuse poets who everput a'pen to paper. The (a) difficulty remains 
even if you try to prepare an English translation without regard fom 
the rhyme and alliteration. The climax of Isolde’s long first act 
narration is an excellent example: ”Tod uns beideri!” simply has no 
approximate English equivalent that will fit, except the ridiculous 
’’Death for me, too!”- And you can’t say.anything different, because 
this is a key point in- the drama, fore shadowing as it does the solu
tion to the whole; problem of the opera. Such things reach incredi
ble depths in existing translations of Wagner. The most frequently 
used English version of Tristan puts the final lines of ’’unbewusst— 
Mchste Lust!” into this: ”in a kiss, highest bliss!” This despite 
the fact that preceding these lines are -four full hours of opera de
voted to one 'thing and one thing only: the efforts of Tristag. and 
Isolde to escape bin a manner consistent with their honor and ideals) 
their unsolvable dilemma of life. Ear Isolde to. mention kiss with 
its material connotations at this' point is as absurd as a version of 
Othello in which at the end it would turn out that Desdemona had been 
unfaithful to the Moor all along. (b) holds good despite the enor
mous length of some of hhe operas: even if you insist that Wagner 
says too much, you can’t claim that he says it in too many words, 
and you can prove that simply by trying to put any passage from the 
opera at all into other words, English or Ge.rman, prose or.poetry, 
without using as many words as’Wagner does. ’’ Yep, I think the 
Liszt Hark, Hark, the Lark is very fine, considered as a composi
tion which uses the tune that Schubert composed. Remember that a 
composer’s' bad works don’t affect the good ones. If an inveterate
lair says only one true thing in his life, that truth is still true.

And so to EARAt. I’ve swung around to the belief that nothing
should be done about members who enter the service. The constitu
tion provides a mechanism by which they can stay in the organiza
tion if the army prevents them' from sufficient activity.. If the 
service member or a friend isn’t sufficiently interested to go 
through the necessary procedure, the.service member will probably 
survive dropping from the rolls. ’’ Gad, Len, if your nurseryman s 
ideas about Negroes seemed novel to you, What sort -of ideas seem to 
you to be the conventional ones? ■’ ’’Watts with Tais Suf? re
minds. me considerably of religious; tracts. I see no reason wny we, 
who have read and thought considerable, about science fiction, at 
this late date should read articles-meant to convince people that 
it’s good reading. It’s just like, church members who every week 
go through their Sunday school books to convince themselves about 
about the reality of God. ’’ Big Name Jan is a superb job. A-.1 
the violent attacks on fandom by people who have decided .o quit 
the field don’t have half the impact of this, and in s consider
ably closer to the truth than things which have emanated ±rom 
guys like Eortier and Duncan. •' Thoughts^While xyping^is prob
ably the most encouraging thing'in this mailing° >-neary is growing 
up very fast mentally. I suspect that it may be. a hypnotic e.i^cT



caused by the power of suggestion in the don’tsellsnearyshort cam
paign. Whatever the cause, he is rapidly developing the ability to 
write in clear, easily comprehended manner fresh slants on old top
ics, an ability currently possessed by only about one-fourth of the 
FAPA membership. Two quotes from The Wabbler: "How much did I re-' 
write HUBBY’S EOBBY? Just one sentence, which was. left incomplete 
due tp being overly involved/’ "And it Would prevent such occur- 
rances as when Train's postmailing, being so late, was declared of • 
no effect and even that it could be considered as . a postmail,ing to 
the following mailing in which Train had been dropped because he 
had not fulfilled his activity requirements.”, But.all that aside, 
Coswal, I hope you eventually swing around to realize thau nothing 
is more fatal to a hobby than this completism mania. -The day that 
you wake un and realize that the• world isn’t going.to- end* because 
you can’t .'find the 1923 Weird that is' missing from your collection 
—on that day you’ll really begin to enjoy the magazines you have. 
’’ Milty’s logic is dreadful. So kilty would decide whether a guy 
is a crackpot simply by the manner in •which' he responds to needling? 
That system just doesn’t work out. My newspaper work brings me- into 
contact with every crackpot in Hagerstown■ ,the individual specimens 
of the genre, when crossed, exhibit varying degrees from hrist-lxke 
patience to the most violent fits, of- teinper, nnd .the'same ought, to 
hold true for the genius genre, , The theory ..that: Graham has had his 
tongue in cheek all along .is probably- the co-rrect one; but I held 
that belief about Palmer’s. attitude 'toward fandom for three or four 
years, and finally realized’, that-it wasn’t' so * Rothman s deserlp 
tion in this Plenum about? his. attitude toward science is more, at
tractive than what he said in earlier stages of the discussion. 1 
would question-his inclusion of ”our senses do not deceive us. in 
the first■section, particularly coming from a guy who ,
Korzybski is talking about. ’ ’’ I’m jusr getting m on.
end of the Cox excitement. Even if we assume, as-correc- Pail - 
statement that Negroes in general have less- intelligence than the 
white race, I fail to see why anti-Negro sentiment should follow. 
’’Intelligence” to begin with is something that. is . sub ject -to many 
definitions; b.ut no matter how you define it, it is far from , g, 
the only desirable quality in-man. If everyone had his - Q _r .. 
Paul, and the Jewish race turned out to score a. higheraverage c±a ■ 
anyone else, would you think it just to uid^rgo t^® 'Same treatm nt 
at the hands of the Jews that you’ve been giving, the L.earoes . 
Burton Crane says some surprisingly stupid things about mus- . 
Fandango. He ought to know perfectly well the reason--.reax reas
on—why sharp-keys are preferred for strings an 1 ■ *'-LL - '
brass instruments is more frequently written- m < keys con-a. .g . 
flats. I am also extremely skeptical about musicians- wno- 
play accidentals in real tune instead of the piano; -s nompromio 
notes. I think that it’s as much a delusion as the h Most7
many great composers that each key has its own persona y.
music of any complexity would sound unbearably dissonant afue a 
few bars, if each instrument played in exact tune, su^ly - a 
almost every modulation would throw at least one insorument out 
of contact with the others. ” Paul Spencer not only is becoming 
our greatest authority on Keller; he’s starting^ ____
good doctor. A Visit to Underwood ------ -
age travelogue, perhaps because of this very^fac^. 
a little on that anthology boxscore, Redd, .
into consideration The Other Worlds. --- ? -
couple otter junky magazines up a little. ’ 
trouble in getting the quasi-cuot os straights prone

is considerably above the aver
- ’’ You cheated

___ > when you didn’t take 
lb would pull Amazing and a 

mention of the 
s me to wonder



on stencil why Speer didn’t adept seme other symbol for easier typ
ing. Many typers can’t manage the process of.striking the - and ” 
while the spans bar is held down: backspacing becomes necessary.
Use of something like ,, to begin and end quasi-quetes would be a t
lot simpler, and even clearer in poor mimeography. It would also 
be adaptable to printed fansines without driving jobbers nuts with 
orders for a type face which dees notexist. ’’ Oh, for a Danner 
or a Iucker1940 to do a satire on the fifth issue of Full Length 
Articles^ Even as it is, it seems excruciating funny to me,
whenever I can forgot for a moment that this is the sort of thing 
that goes on all the time in lav/ and passes for justice. I don’t 
know any more about the legal aspects of the matter than I did be
fore I read Speer’s doctrine, but it did give me moments of pleas
ure and amusement. ’’ Wireway sounds the best to me of the wire 
recorders that I’ve heard in operation. But .none of them is satis
factory for.musical, purposes. Unless the -price. of the arm wire or 
tape falls far, far down, I’m not interested. You don’t get the 
quality of the musical performance, .that. you do, from recordings, and 
it’s virtually as expensive as Columbia’s new Longplay- discs--wire 
that runs for an hour'eosts -is; you .get from 40 to 50 minutes on 
Longplay for ,;,4.85. Ero-kofi'eff -didn' t imitate Mozart in the
Classical Symphony, Doh;; he' something like Mozart might write 
if alive today■’ The res-a big difference. Several good reasons 
exist why contemporary compo’-sers shqirldri’t yirrite just like 18th 
century's composers, ‘quite 'aside from questions ■ of progress. Mod- * 
ern musicians -know contemporarypiiusic.; ythe musician who tried to 
compose in. the old styles would-suffer :a" certain amount of frus
tration fporn the knowledge of-what'he must avoid. More relevant, . 
however, L is,, the ' simple fact that there is more great 18th century 
music'in existence than you or I shall ever livei;long enough to 
become familiar with; what we need is more great music that takes 
advantage of techniques that have been developed in more recent 
times. ; \ -

7 ■ n " ■ '• ' ‘ . Peccavi, Peccavi

. It becomes time to confess and to accuse. Early in-19'48, I 
decided to find out whether anyone in the FAPA and VAEA would re
cognize'--- abominably bad poetry when confronted with it. The result 
of the 'experiment does not flatter the members of these groups.

■ 'I had some trouble deciding how I could make sure ofjpubiish- 
ing bad .ppm poetry. I finally hit on a chapter from.Martin Chuz
zlewit. Dickens, whose prose is as lacking in anything resembling 
rhythm as anyone who ever lived,' was poking fun at literary pre
tenders in the course of Martin’s visit, to America. This Seemed 
the. ideal place to find some lines that have no merit whatsoever. 

. . So I extracted a couple of sentences from the proqe emitted
by one of Dickens1 Literary Ladies, broke it up into lines of 
unequal length, gave it a title, and stuck it into volume 9, num
ber 3 of Horizons. Not a soul mentioned it in the mailings that 
have ensued. . .

Someone might object that, it was so bad that it didn’t rate 
anyone’s mention. But that isn’t a valid claim; the ”pcem” was ,
worse than that, far worse, and certainly ought to have received 
scathing remarks from several sources. It just goes as another 
support for my conviction that poetry has now ’’advanced” to the 
pa? nt where no one can hope to know whether he likes or dislikes 
any given specimen of c.'.ie ,sa.-lvar.eec.” school, and that it is no 
longer possible to distinguish the hopelessly bad from the good.



jfrom Unknown Worlds
Street & Smith Publications, Inc*, New York, 1948

A book review usually goes into this space. But the only fan
tasy that I’ve read in the last three months appeared in magazine 
form—a few stories from Astounding, one issue of Thrilling Wonder 
(which'was an improvement over Astounding) and this reprinted vol
ume from Unknown and Unknown Worldsi At least it is a good oppor
tunity to deliver some remarks about the-magazine that I’ve intend
ed for a long time to put into print. . n

It would be ’ a big help if editors or publishers would provide 
information about the conditions unfer which.a project like this 
is issued, When Campbell or whoever set about to select the stor-. 
ies for this reprint edition, what method'of choice did he use? 
Was the picking done on the basis of the. stories that Campbell ■ 
liked the bestq or the yarns that seemed, most likely to sell the 
reprint, or the items which .stood no change of .getting.themselves 
anthologized and were free from difficulties, over reprint rights, 
or merely a random selection as the result of a quarter-hour.■ s .. 
tumbing through the files? If it was .either of the fxrst two 
methods, valuable light is thrown on 'the mental processes 'of. the 
responsible person. ' . " .. '

Re-reading these yarns gave me two principal, impressions: ^one 
that the stories from this nagazine stand .up. remarkably.well under 
the strain and stress of time; the other, that the choice for this 
edition was not a particularly good one.-' About half of the items 
in this issue had stuck’in my memory well enough, that I qould have 
synopsized the plots before re-reading; the. remainder were only 
the vaguest of memories or completely forgotten, Yet--I 
think I enjoyed any of them less than at first-reading; that seems 
to indicate that 'the element of surprise is not the: vital factor 
in this type of yarn and that the. bette-r literature ...I*ve read in 
the last ten years hasn’t caused my ta'ste for this .Lighter stuff 
to suffer. ' - - ‘ .

But I wonder whether Campbell ever really understood.,what he 
was getting into, when he began Unknown a decade ago? As.I recall, 
there were two main reaso'ns for starting .the.magazine, .aside from . 
the obvious effort to make'mo he money: "a vehicle for Sinister Bar
rier was'needed, and’Campbell Wanted to publish a magazine leasing .. 
with a new type of fiction:,- a-n'’modern mythology.” Those-,two words..- 
in quotes are practically moaninglpss, of .course., Campbell never 
stuck to any-consistent policy in Unknown; :it should-be. .remembered, 
although it-s impossible to tell whether this was .intentional~or 
not, an effort.to provide variety of inability to get,the kind ox 
story he wanted ’or vagueness aS to-his real goal. A very large 
proportion of the stories that Unknown did publish felj. into, two . -. 
classes that are hardly sensational dr new enough to require the ■ 
institution of a brand new magazines the conventional-weird or. 
horror story.with the traditional James-Lovecraft-Poe.. elements - 
removed, replaced by flippancy br toughness; and^ stories based ■ 
on traditional mythology or' folklore , in which the modern char
acter falls into the world of-myth or the creatures of myth are 
described in the modern world. Sinister Barrier remained>some
thing sui generis; it seems reasonable to object that Astounding • 
published Lo! and could have published Sinister Barrier, since 
the fiction was somewhat closer to the traditions of science
fiction than Bort’s 

Then there is 
cearns to stop as a 
new starting again

dialectics. .
the interesting question of why myth-making 
civilization grows older, and_whother.it is 
a. c the present point in today's uivi— zafci

and_whother.it


A very large proportion of the earliest surviving writings of any 
civilization is fantasy: not merely the words about gods and god
desses, but the more sophisticated type of fantasy, like that in 
the Odyssey and Beowulf. Even in later years when a new field of 
writing opens up, the same seems to hold true in most cases. The 
unbroken history of the short story can be traced back only a com
paratively short time, and many of the first real examples'are, out 
and out fantasy. And in the earliest literary history of the Un
ited States, the same story is repeated,:.. Poe, Hawthorne, Irving, 
and a d’Qzen of the other earliest important figures based -their 
reputation., to a generous' extent, on their fantasy.' But asoputput 
of prose .goes up and: the public begins td‘ turn it- into a big busi
ness by reading a lot of booksy the ..prpporf'iori of fantasy to. non- .
fantasy declines rapidly. It’s only in the la s-t-de uple of decades 
that novels and short 'stories .conforming to Campbell■’ s magazine . 
have been .appearing with any regularity;.. try to think: of .'.some from 
the turn of the century, for instance, ,and ..you’ 11"get stuck after . , 
you.-recall the names of Irank L. Stockton and ; John-Kendrick Bangs., _.

In any event, Campbell did not inspire the' c-reatdon _ of . this ■ 
"modern, mythology-He'siiiply printed in a;.single magazine.-quite ■ 
a fpw stories'.of. that1 general type-, .which were-and hau-been -bobbing, 
up from time to time in booto form and in other magazines, r. During r 
the last 20 years,' however', this type o ff story ha-S had a. renais
sance: outside ;o.f Unknown,. it may: not. be found'much more frequently 
than before, but itt;s much more skilfully, done. :o

I’m thinking now primarily of the stories.that.appeared in _ , 
Unknown which were :Jriot-!-s imply sophisticated weird fiction or ■-mod
ernization of myth'. - Both of.-those types "'have limited.,'surviva.-l'. val
ue: sooner or1, la ter, -all. (the -familiar . critters of legend will be 
brought into the^moderh’world; qnck 20th...century'-meh will; have, been 
whisked into all' thet legendary 'times,if enbug'h stories fclong these 
lines are. published’; ■'’and. Iff-ind. an. uninspired-modernized weird tale 
.just as boring as thh Wthi.c type/.- But Campbell did manage to run 
a fair proportion-of ■ siaff, .that doesn’t fall into stereotype. He . 
puts/very few into-this- reprint edition, unfortunately; Sturgepji’S, 
excellent Yesterday Wa;s i-bnday -is the only really go.od... story that. . 
is not the direct.'descendent-of something else. ■-. ,

Even though I. don’t.read -the slicks very often, I can’t help 
noticing that the Unknown type of yarn is turning up there pretty 
frequently of late. The Saturday-Evening Post featured a story re
cently about-a showman who-may or may. not have been exhibiting a 
real, mermaid; about the same time., Collier’s ran a yarn about a new 
Noah; and The New Yorker had an. incredibly skillful little yarn 
about a big public lottery with an offtrail ending. Maybe.it's . 
escapism; maybe it’s a sign that there is a point in a civilization 
at which the /people and the writers, again turn to fantasy, with the 
arrival of rnorU leisure hours.^ ■ y . : -- ■...■■ .,- -

In any event,- I regret to report that such a trend do.es not., 
apply in Hagerstown, where Prom Unknown-Worlds has been, piled high 
on the newsstands for months and is hot selling.worth a darn. .It 
is hard to see how anyone could resist the Oartier cover, and it 
seems logical that all the old readers would'purchase this issue 
under the delusion that it contains new stuff. But things just 
haven’t worked out that way. I suspect that the.very dirty typo
graphy has something to do with this situation: it is; shamefully 
bad reproduction, and I’m at a loss to understand why. looks 
like some sort of lithographing process throughout, but jhere has 
been no major tycesetters ■’ strike in New York, and many ol these 

y in small-sized issues, so engraving 
irecx from nbe nrintec. pages.r

co axe



■ The Grandest Opera .
, ........ ■ MaaM «■*»* ,-> ' ■■■■ ■■ ■*> —a. • • .

To voice admiration for Verdi these days takes courage. It is 
more interesting to campaign for some contemporary composer of to
day whose music is little played and little' liked. ■ There is nothing 
exciting about a crusade for a composer who is already very famous, 
very dead, very well liked by a lot of people, and very badly 
looked down upon by a lot of others; Verdi is in a rather odd pos
ition;- that of a composer who appeals to those who know nothing 
about serious music and .to those, who know the most about it; One 
who is considered on a par with-3.ohann Strauss by the very . greater 
numbers of persons in the'middle. . ' ; .. . ,

I want to try to explain reasons why.I put Verdi on a plane 
• with Beethoven, Mozart, Schubert ...and Wagner, ' and to tell why I con

sider him greater than Bach1; or Hrahms. " The1 most, important, reason 
always is personal taste and prefer.enca; but■ it’s .usually possible 
to find reasons behind that principal. :.reasonr I can .understand that 
another person thinks Bach or Brahms wrote -greater music, than verdi;- 
I’ll fight .to the last ditch anyone, who' claims that they wrote com
positions that are better from the standpoint of. technique, taeo-ret-. 
ic methods, or contributions to the progress of music. . .

One big difficulty comes from the' fact that. . the .revolutionary■ 
music becomes the most conventional-sounding music a er ®,,. .
ade-s. The "Sun" quartets of Haydn are as important as anything x 
the history, of mus-ic, but they’re also among the most unobtru 
in their impression on present-day listeners. The reason 
ous. The truly revolutionary music influences great compositions ■ 
for many years to come; their influence is so strong that future 
generations hear thdm echoed everywhere, ^^ondy, hisuory books 
reveal what was iiiie original discovery and what .was^ the influ c 
of that discovery. 'Allegedly revolutionary music that Jpounds as. 
remarkable.today as when/first written simply.wasn^t revolutionary, 
simply a minor'insurrection that failed, 
diverting the .tre.nd of musical progress, 
to do with intrinsic-Values ‘ ~
Pelleas 
strange tin as.

(Tailed in the sense- of . 
ax that/ is; this has nothing
simply'a'.s music . ). Muzart s fugues, 

the’'last wohks- of-.Beethoven,’ all ■ -so und .as wonderf ul :an .; 
' Is when first. playedr ..simply because, they sprang into 

being" from spontaneous rgene ration' :. andgWere unable to. sire and dam . 
offspring for other composers. * .' ' 'l -■ V."' i -hoq. ■
5, ‘So Verdi, as great a. revolutionary m music '
come to be considered typical. I tai lan .opera' today , :The P°Pga 
textbooks give' little hint, of what. Vprdi-real-ly.^id to ^ta.lian 
opera. He hidrilt. write pamphlets' asVfegnor. did;; wte he ai^n_ - • 
realize his' own'importance. as an . innovator although „ Sis
as his refusal to keep any other composers' music in the house xx 
Sre SiSobtCSlpre-Verai Italian o^ra has disappeai-e^from^he' 
stage today, blinding us .to the situation that confronted Verdi 
whenhe. started, to write music. Bellini had turned thn opera s age 

• over.to the greatest stream of unadulterated melo y
has ever known. Rossini had given the .what it thought it_

' wanted, and had the sense to retire at the .height of his
fore the inevitable revulsion in public opinion arr . 
cultural stream had produced Meyerbeer’s worth
Each of the three trends, though they.varied in intrinsic worth, 
carried the seeds of its own destruction.... natural

Yet today people claim that Verdi s operas &r Pnuid be 
imitations and outgrowth and his predecessors. i c- ± g otters 
more wrong. He learned from Bellini, Pomzetti, and the others,



but even as early as Rigibletto, Traviata, and Trovatore, the operas 
were principally Verdi. ,

Whether by design or accident. Verdi used a radicaj-ly different 
type of libretto, too. The plots have unity of effect, simplicity, 
and avoid spectacle for the sake of spectacle.. .-.I -know that Irova- 
tore is held up as a masterpiece of complexity and^ that ./e i irst 
act of Traviata sometimes resembles Moscow on-.May'■Pay.u -The latter • 
is the-, fault of the producers,-'-Traviata is as .close to a7 .chamber 
opera” as anything in. the repertoire—-and-..the fontier is .swiy in
correct.- Trovatore * s.. plot'-malces sense5, -and that ih'-much more^ ^han 
can be said.'for the. Rube Odldberg.machinep-.that .areIncluded ;xn the 
plots of popular libret'tistS of -the day like Scribe. -r

' In fact , most .of -the' Surviving operas: of. Verdi are simply ad-., 
aptations of the 19th .century dramas that -are still, considered im
portant today. The podtty ■ is--not good, but the adaptation to the. 
new form is skilfully achieved.? Persons, who complain that. these 
dramatic works of Hugo, Draias,,- de Vega, 'and-Shakespeare become - 
skeletons in their Verdi incarnations' simply do not upderstand the. • 
basic principles of opera. They make the same, complain, that -luce 
heard, when he made Orestes deciare that-at. last he. had found peac . 
while an agitated phrase-sounded from- the orchestra. The cr. uico 
said.the music'didn’t/it the words; Gluck replied, -^prestes lien_. 
He has ■ just . killed.-his'father. _ The orchestra tells the truth, -a 
And so today: it is the worst of: redundancies for the libretto to 
say the things that the music- tells,' Emotional-matters m a play . , 
must be expounded through-long dialogues,- simply because actors ca .- 
not express oomplicat.ed d’deas-■ through .gestures, and facial expres-J? 
sions. The music takes the -place of nest,°f the words injspera.

Actually, most Verdi operas contain one dramatic im/oba. il ty 
which if accepted, permits the other events to happen fuite logic- 
Sly.’ ThlThb.t Wells’ doctrine or one asauw-
tion or happening in a^'otherwise ^normal world for fic.tion. -n 
Sa?iata, the helrer. mudf-accept that Violetta will iet herself J>e 
talked into leaving Alf redo by a man she has met only a ^xt.r 
hour previously, for .the sake ;of a^gir Lof whom-she has xnown 
things In Forza del Destine ,: the .improbability is. that the expl^d 
ing pistol should killithe- father; m Rigoletto, it. is the 
back’s stupidity during'the abduction; in Trovatore, it is the man 
ner in which the separated brothers should love the same gixl« 1 
don't . tSS tto anything in Verdi's libretti is poorly enough done 

tO ^The^mosVimportant thing-about the music of Verdi is not men
tioned in detail in.any of the standard books faobt ta-
commentary, or criticism, with which I m acq.ua • . anyone
gine that I've discovered it myself, but I’m unable to tell anyone 
where to look fora description of it, and give an outline M 
4t Hn-izon s. In all the words about music that 1 ve reaa au 
they represent everything I’ve been able to lay hands on or 
past dozen years-the only hint of what f°Tr?nzIuon ” ont of The 
attention is in Lang’s ’’Music in Western Civilization, one oi u 
few really good -musical histories, in existence. do

This ’’most important thing” is simply tha _ /inpts and con- 
not consist merely of a series of overtures arias, d^s’^a°on 
certed numbers, held together only by the „ ’ era has* no con
opinion seems to be that each ’’number in a immediately follow, nection with what has just occurred or w.hat will ^di-tel.ywiio , 
nor any relation to anything elsewhere in the act 
the work. The truth is .the exact opposite.^ °PSd struc-
bound together and unified by certain thematic, nan , 

acq.ua


tural methods. Each opera has them, although varying from opera to 
opera. This is not the more obvious leitmotif system of Wagner, 
(which actually is an outgrowth of his compositions’ larger musical 
proportions J nor the literal Quotation of an aria in laterstages of 
an opera, as when'Riccardo ’ s "La Rive-dr^) nell5 Estasi." comes.out. of - 
the orchestra at the end of The Masked Ball, of-.,the repetitions of 

.."La Donna i Mobile*’-.for dramatic 'reasons- in Rigoletto. The only .
parallel that I have seen discussed in print is the "germ motive" 
discoveries of. Robert Haven Schauffler in his'‘biographie s of Bee- . .
thoven- Brahms, and $ehumanh. But-Wer-di'’ splan- is. not nec.essar^iy_ 
confined to . a brief succession :6f ndieS, nor does one:or two such; . 
patterns run through all his compositions / nor is it necessarily ... 
unconsciously done on the part of-VerdiThe only parallel in a.Cy ... 
tual music th At I dah ■ recall -will be • found tin- Mozart-, .particularly 
his sonatas., which'are full-of tantalizing half-references among . 
their movements, ' _ • '■ . ■

Putting unity into opefa-kas always been.-a..major diiiiculty.
The three .greatest composers solved it -in three different ways. Moz
art utilized his uncanny skill at-musical characterization: even . 
though his tunes vary from’ act to - act,-. they are . so characteristic . . 
of the persons on the stage that- the-whole, is tied together. Wagner 
did it by expanding the entire time scale of music to cover, not the. 
two or three minutes of the early madrigals, not the quarter-hour of 
Beethoven’s biggest symphonic movements ,. but four or five hours in 
the opera house. (Tovey’s articles in the Encyclopedia Brittanl.ca 
provide an excellent, explanation of this, little-understood matter;_ . 
if you want an audible, explanation and: proof, listen-to a Bruckner. ... 
symphony and see what happens when-a composer tries to. use the same 
methods' wit h in the time limits of the symphony.) . ..." -.; ■

Verdi’s methods are less’’easily spotted. ■ They become
more difficult to catch when eXcerptingis as', popular, as it is to
day. A single. aria from a Verdi opera stands up pretty, well by it
self and make s'musical sense; but when' the excerpting fad is sg. 
popular, it becomes hard to hear the opera for the excerpts upon a 
complete performance. And so,” how many people who hear and like . 
worship Traviata realize’how cannily Verdi has tied the ..whole ti_.ing 
together with certain devices? : I don’t have.-apace .-to give a f ull 
analysis, and I, don’t think enough -FABA and VA.PA members .own ..th, 
score or complete) recorded version to make such an exhaustive anal
ysis desirable. ‘ But to ...demonstrate my' thesis ;•■■■ ■ ■ ,... : • j ;

The real key to. .-the opera is Alfredo’ s, little song in the iirs, 
act that begins with ■the words "Uh di -f eliceI-had-heard the . ... 
first act a dozen times before I realized-that, this .provides . .j;
basis of everything that -follows in'the remaining. 1

The structure of1 its latter half provides the.basis for 
"Ah, fors’ -l lui.s." .and-its opening notes are identical with the .. 
opening of '■ Sempre llBerAf” But search a’little--deeper, an y _ 
will find this'same little . tune mirrored to a startling closeness .. 
in the. melody which Violetta -uses to start off the .quintet t.ha .
ends the last act, "Se 'uhaJ-pudi.ca vergine.’ - . ■ .c . - ._ . .

, But* there are wheels With-ih wheels -within this, apparently. in- ~ 
no ceh'tr little melody.' AlW words "vis-si d’ignoto .amor^ and ... . 
more loudly as "Di queel’amor,3’ Alfredo introduces a^llttle three-, 
note' desc-ehding pattern that-is even more, prominent throughout ... 
Traviata! ’ It is. perfectly obvious that this is quoted. L-.t^all-y ...^ 
in the last act. A few of tlife ’commentators also mention the f act , 
that the broad theme in. the second hi! of the past act s 
begins with the same downwa-rd -progression. But n° °“®- 
ledge has demonstrated-how the samewpattern .bobs- up everywhere in.

the act



You can hear it for yourself, simply hy 
I might point, but in particular the pattern’s rromin- 

hrough the long duet betwe-en .Violetta and the elder Ger- 
‘ ................... ’ quando le vene^L, ”

later in his famous "Di Provenza" aria, 
and of course in

_ in the second
ither begins or occurs at the beginning of the first 

measure of most of the opera’s melodies. , 
But there are other structural devices in Traviata. The 
obvious is the cunning way in which Verdi uses three-quartet 
or some other triple rhythm whenever Violetta or Alfredo is 

, reserving common time for the elder.
There is the tremendous musical signifi- 

There are ot in-

each act of the opera, 
listening.
ence all t _ _
mont in the second act, particularly in his "Un di, 
Violetta’s ’’Non sapete,’’ 
in the second theme of the famous last act duet, 
Violetta’s famous sudden cry of ”Amami, Alfredo,” 
act. 
gull

time 
the center of attraction 
Germont and the chorus, 
cance given the word ."voglio" whenever .it occurs 
ers, which I can’t find room to .explain now. , _

Naturally, such elementary devices by their very nature will 
not be found to be confined to Traviatq: tunes ‘that start off with 
three'descending notes have been written by composers other than : 
Verdi. But I’ve checked pretty carefully and have,foundt the . fre
quency with which they’re employed in a. given Verdi-,opera .to.be, 
far higher than could be accounted for by co incidence. Verdi,; in 
fact, seems to avoid in other operas a device .which- he; has., used in 
one work for the stage. Each of the • other Verdi operas has its own. 
germs and methods. - i .

AH this, of course, doesn’t -instnee excellence^.. in, an opera-- 
it isn’t a method that makes a work great,., it’s the.manner -in - 
which the method’ is used. But. it does. indicate that Verdi was 
not the 19th-century equivalent of ..the current' composer who digs 
up a dozen of tunes out of his backlog and ,puts them, together,in 
a musical show. Whether the listener realizes these, germs exist 
or not, their presence gives a sense of progress■ and unity to any 
Verdi opera that is heard without prejudice and.-without, too much . 
previous experience with excerpts. '

It is perfectly-obvious that Trovatore is not Gotterdammer- 
ung; that does not mean one is inferior to the- other. , Verdi Aim
self gave the answer wh® he asked someone, yDo you. think I could 
hav© composed Tri stan under .this sun?’® The Verdi operas are It
alian, the outcome of.. a far. different tradition, written in a 
different milieu,- for a different public, byccomposerK who used 
radically different-ng^hods from Wagner. The most important dif
ference is in. the< very nature of the characters,on the stage. 
Alfredo couldn't by any- stretch of the imagination spend three- 
fourths Of an hour on an actionless stage,as Tristan does, rav
ing about endlos ewig Urvergessen while his soul wanders free 
from his body. Alfredo is made of such simpler stuff;,it,doesn t 
mean that his love is less genuine, but he does voice it ma 
different manner, musical as well as semantically. ,Wagner deals 
with matters that are considerably past space and time; verdi s 
libretti, although/based on the same fundamental human emotions, 
concern individuals,'not generalized-types. The Spanish trcuba- 
dor- the youne Parisian who attends’parties of questionable wom
en/ and the ribald Nuke of Mantua simply couldn’t, be expressed 
consistently in any language other than Verdi’s pounding rhythms, . 
simple tunes, and violent accents. The pounding and violence dis
appear when someone like Anucena or Rigolettc starts to sing.

" A good parallel lies in the first acts of Pie Walkure.. and 
Il Trovatore, each of which contains a narrative of blood and . 
Qir-Ei) guts, feud, murder, and revenge. Persons who laug at er- 



di’s little mazulka tune, when compared with Wagner ’ s'. impassioned 
music for Siegmund’s-narration, had better be careful that they 
understand the situation. Siegmund is telling what has'happened 
to wipe out his family, in the presence of his worst enemay and a 
girl with whom he is falling in love. Zuniga is simply keeping a 
bunch of soldiers awake on a dull night by repeating the familiar 
legend of a crime in the di Luna household.

* tf'erd-i was the first of the verismo school, although he is 
seldomn credited with- that standing.. His operas seldom concern 
peasants, and the -gore rarely drips on the stage, but the realism 
is there. When there is a ball, the- characters dance a waliutz or - 
a minuet; when they sing a drinking , so ng, the. music takes on the 
character of salon music; when a'ooldie.rs’. chorus is heard, the 
tune'is. the simple type that soldiers iff-re.. apt ...to sing. When.a 
character falls'violeht-ly;->in dove, uhe .expresses .his emotion in a' 
characteristic fashion, by singing at the top of his lungs. .De
bussy makes Pelleas and'-IIelisahde whisper..when they finally admit 
their‘love, very'effective as anref feet-, in that never-never land 
of symbol,• but thoroughly unbelievable. . - -.- ■

It’s significant that pVerdi instantly steps up.his musical 
level when he encounters a complex character, even in his early 
Operas. Azucena is the mo'st- cOxiplic-ated person in II Trovatore, 
the only one whose intentions and . emotions go below th. surface. 
As. a result, she sings, music that, could easily be identified with
out the aid of the words: in pathos and power, it goes far beyond 
anything else in the wokk.

... I’m strongly inclined to believe that the great change in 
Verdi’s style that did hot show up until his. last' two operas.would 
have come much earlier, had he found a Boito at an eariy period to 
write the'libretti. Otello and Falstaff are probably the finest 
operas ever written, from the standpoint of sheer listenability. 
But nothing in them is completely new to Verdi: in the.earlier .. 
operas, the same methods are used, but much less.frequently. It . 
would be impossible to know that the prelude, to Trovato.re, or 
Leonora’s last act aria fromthe-same, opera-didn’t come straight 
from Otello, if it weren’t for the’printed scores that exist.

■ The matter of length is one for .which Verdi deserves another, 
honorable mention. Wagner’s-operas have-the reputation for being 
the mammoth cues; but the fact is..’that. Verdi is almost the only . 
great 'composer who consistently kept his -operas down to sane pro-' 
portions. Gounod’s Faust, for example, would run almost as long, 
as anything by Wagner if presented uncut. . It.lasts for about 
three and a half hours at the Let today, despite the fact that 
it is performed without the long Valpurgisnacht scene, without 
the interminable ballet, without a whole scene between- Siebel . 
and Marguerite, without about fifty per cent of the love duet, 
and with a dozen or'lore-smaller cuts that save.from several 
seconds to several minutes-in performance. Similarly, dozens of 
pages of• the original. Carmen have disappeared from today’s pub
lished scores. A. little earlier, it was even worse. Wagner s . . 
first major work, Rienzi, was a success even though its length 
required its publication. in- score.'in two volumes and its perform
ance in, two halves, on successive nights. Even the'canny Rossini, 
dared to turn out a five-hour work in William Tell. - ;
-r Verdi’s operas, on t he' other hand., are constructed so well • 
that they can be performed in today’s'time limitations with lit
tle editing.. Traviata, for instance,, contains just about the 
same amount of music as -the’ third act of Meistersinger, if in
termissions between acts are not counted, and somewhat less tnah 



the first act of Gotterdammerung. It is performed today with only 
two cuts of any consequenCy-^a father dull ariafor Alfredo in the 
second act, and a continuation of the elder Germond’s.pleading in 
the'same act, following Di Provenza. Other cuts consist.only of 
repetitions of arias or parts of arias. Aida survives with only 
two very minor cuts, one of them in the big triumphal scene and 
the otter in the Nile scene, that represent less than five minutes 
in playing time.

If all this has given anyone a fresh interest m the composer,. 
I suggest, turning to the works themselves, rather than.to.books 
about Verdi. Giuseppe needs less commentary and description in 
words than any other composer, despite the five pages which Izve 
just stenciled. If you can pick out tunes on the piano, I recom- :. 
mend the purchase of a score or two and closer acquaintance wi. 
the music in that manner. . You won’t find a stroke. o± genius in 
every line of recitative- to criticize'Verdi on .that grounds is . .
to say that Norman Rockwell is a greater artist than van Gogh be
cause he can .draw prettier sunflowers', that look more like real. . 
ones. Fortunately, Verdi’s works s.tand up under .the closest in
spection and repetition. I admit that something like the. St. oul- 
pice duet in Massenet’s Manon bowls me over more .''completely tnan. 
anything in Wagner or Verdi,'-if I hear it only once a year, u 
it would bore me if I heard it frequently; Wagner.rand Verdi can , 
stand repetition. '■ ■ " ■' p. y . • • , •’

As far as records are concerned, the- situation is b°th g . 
and bad. Verdi is much better represented on wax.than Wagner, in 
that six operas are in the domestic- catalogs in virtually complete 
form, two otters may be bought if you can afford.the price im
ported discs, and at least one or two sides, are m the catalogues 
from a .dozen less familiar Verdi works. However, the 
powers have not shown the intelligence toward Verdi that h y 
showed toward Mozart when it comes to recording; as_a resuir rne 
Italian has not benefit-ted from Fritz Buscteor. Sir Thomas eechain 
and the complete sets■are filled with inferior.singing and stere
otyped conducting.. -I’m waiting for new sets to appear. 1 s
probable that all the terdi operas will be replaced as La & "
iata has been, since the recordings are now close to tne anti a 
ed stage. These-new.versions (Victor will probably 'JOm the 
tte Aida that is now on. JMT are sore to be tetter, from the
standpoint of reproduction,., and it. is unlikely that the singing 
WU1 ^mStlecimmend in .particular some ' of the older Victor rec
ord's of Verdi’s masic. . There are a couple- of pin.|
some Gigli without.the sobbing that wrecks-his ^°cini, and a 
ber of good samples. ofthe ;treasures in Don °arlos Masked Ball, 
Simon Boccanegra, Macbeth,. .and the other ^r®p^ p® 0 reC0rd in 
Don’t overlook Vic tor.-6000, ’far and away thebest Caruso.record 
existence, in which that celebrated star refrains from the ha . 
ness that made him famous and^sings very beautiful one Jerdi s 
finest tenor arias, 0 Tu cte'te Seno agli Angell• ^here s 
good brand-new Columbia album of■ tenor-soprano duets Anclud ^g 
stuff that was hard to find outside otethe complete sets Before, 
and a few arias that are never sung -today, .available in poor y 
recorded versions in Victor’s Heritage Series. Or 
something a little different, you might try the ^joerling d sc 
from the Requiem, and move on from that to the complet d
ing if you like the style. . I approve the remark that it s ver 
di’s best opera.


